Nomination Form  
Honorary Degree Selection Committee  
Berry College  

Please keep in mind that this nomination form is the primary document used by the Honorary Degree Selection Committee in its preliminary deliberations— it is therefore important that you provide as much information as possible to support your nomination.

Name of nominee:  

Field of expertise of nominee:  

Brief biography:  

Describe how the nominee meets the following criteria for nomination:  

- Achievement of high distinction in a field of learning, the arts, the professions, or public service, especially those achievements that manifest or contribute to the life of the mind;  

- Compelling reasons why it would be particularly fitting for Berry College to honor the nominee;  

- Special significance the honor might have to the individual being recognized;  

- Appropriateness of recognition at commencement, before a general audience of undergraduates, graduate students, and families;  

- The recipient must have demonstrated the humane values that are the aim of education, as well as significant contributions in that person's chosen field.  

What is the most compelling reason for this nominee to receive an honorary degree from Berry?  

How may the nominee be contacted?  (Please indicate nominee’s current location, a local contact at Berry, or name and contact information of a professional agent.)  

How would this nominee respond to such a nomination?  Would his/her schedule be likely to permit an on-campus appearance at the spring 2009 commencement ceremony?  

Please submit your completed nomination form electronically to the Honorary Degree Selection Committee at honorarydegrees@berry.edu; the deadline is November 15, 2009.